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Download the Magic Vines™ Summer Safari now! Play Magic Vines™ for free now! View the videos that inspired Magic
Vines™! Get 3 Magic Vines™ toys and a 6-pack of marshmallows for free! ※ [NOTICE] The game can be played only for free
within 3 weeks after the game’s release. If you’re still having fun with it, please enjoy it until the end. ※ Additional content is
coming! Please look forward to it. What’s New - Magic Vines™ is available! - New jungle! - New train! *** For iPhone users:
If you can not see the "choose video from gallery" button, please tap your "Cancel" button to choose your video from gallery
again. If you still can not see the button, please tap the keyboard icon and it will be shown. (Applies to iOS 8.0 or later only) ***
For Android users: If you can not see the "choose video from gallery" button, please tap the button with "Up" in the middle. It
should be shown. (Applies to Android 4.4 or later only) Game Photos Watch the Magic Vines™ Movie Magic Vines™ is based
on Magic Vine™, which is a puzzle game on the App Store™. The game is all about solving puzzles. You can solve the puzzles
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by pressing the screen. In this game, you are now a train driver who travels around the world to bring food to your passengers.
You need to keep your passengers happy and safe. The more passengers who get off the train, the more food you get. You are
the only employee at the train depot and must fill up the train as much as you can. The train you drive consists of a locomotive,
a passenger car, and a food car. Each passenger car is bigger than the previous one. Sometimes, the train car gets stuck. You can
shift to the next passenger car to proceed. By tapping the screen, you can move the car. When the screen is pressed and dragged,
you can move the car. A passenger can do the same if you press the passenger car button. When the train 82157476af
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